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Abstract: Ortho-substituted isomers of tricresyl phosphates (TCPs) and their toxic metabolites 
(e.g., CBDP: cresyl saligenin phosphate) can cause neurotoxic effects in humans. When TCP is 
introduced to an atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) source using gas 
chromatography (GC), radical cations M•+ are formed by charge exchange. The mass spectrum of 
an ortho-substituted isomer displays two intense peaks that are absent in the spectra of non-ortho-
substituted isomers, leading us to propose structure-diagnostic ion-molecule reactions between 
ions M•+ and oxygen species present in the source. However, the mechanism of these reactions has 
not yet been established. In this study, we propose a mechanism and provide support through 
computational and experimental analysis using density functional theory (DFT) and cyclic ion 
mobility-mass spectrometry (cIM-MS). The mechanism consists of a multi-step reaction starting 
with the rearrangement of the molecular ion into a distonic isomer followed by an oxidation step 
and then, decomposition into [CBDP-H]+. This proposal is consistent with the results obtained 
from a series of isotopically-labelled analogues. Cyclic ion mobility experiments with a 
triorthocresyl phosphate standard, reveals the presence of at least two hydrogen shift isomers of 
the product ion [CBDP-H]+ that are connected by a low-lying barrier. The selectivity of the ion-
molecule reactions towards ortho-substituted cresyl TCP isomers provides us with an identification 
tool that can select potentially neurotoxic tri-aryl phosphate esters present in complex mixtures 
that are produced in large volume by industry. 
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1. Introduction 

Organophosphate esters (OPEs) have been used extensively as plasticizers, lubricant additives, 

anti-foaming agents and substitutes for banned halogenated flame retardants. 1–3 They have been 

identified in air and (indoor) dust particulate, water, soil, sediment, and biota. 2–6 Among aryl 

OPEs, triorthocresyl phosphate (ToCP) is infamous for its neurotoxicity. 7–9 The first observations 

of the neurotoxic effects of ToCP in humans involved contamination of foodstuffs, beverages, and 

drugs, resulting in pain, paresthesia, muscle weakness and paralysis. 10 More recent studies on 

human exposure to ToCP have focused on aircraft crews reporting headaches, loss of balance, 

numbness, and neurobehavioral abnormalities as the symptoms of so-called “aerotoxic syndrome”. 
11,12 It has been suggested that aerotoxic syndrome is associated with the presence of ToCP in the 

lubricants used in jet engines. 13 

Tricresyl phosphates (TCP) with ortho-cresyl substituents exhibit greater neurotoxicity 

than their non-ortho counterparts. 14,15 This is because ortho-TCPs are biotransformed into toxic 

metabolites that cannot be generated from non-ortho substituted TCPs. For example, ToCP is 

metabolized to CBDP (cresyl saligenin phosphate (2-(ortho-cresyl)-4H-1,2,3- 

benzodioxaphosphorin-2- oxide)) by liver microsomal cytochrome P450 and serum albumin, see 

Scheme 1. CBDP is responsible for the neurotoxic effects of ToCP as it can irreversibly bind to 

human butyrylcholinesterase (hBuChE) and human acetylcholinesterase (hAChE). 16–18 Ortho 

substituted TCPs are also more reactive under ambient conditions, possibly because they undergo 

atmospheric oxidation. 5,13 Consequently, the lifetime and probability of exposure of a TCP isomer 

depends on the number of ortho substituents. This may explain why longer lived mono-o-cresyl 

isomers and di-o-cresyl isomers respectively appear to be ten- and five-fold more toxic than ToCP. 
5,19 

Differentiating between TCP isomers requires efficient separation. Commonly employed 

methods for identifying TCP in environmental samples involve gas or liquid chromatography-

mass spectrometry (LC-MS or GC-MS). 20–24 Commercially produced OPEs are mixtures that 

likely contain hundreds of compounds, 25 few of which are available as authentic standards.  

In a previous study by Megson et al., the occurrence of TCPs and their alkylated 

homologues in fresh and used jet oil was investigated by comprehensive two-dimensional gas 
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chromatography (GCxGC) coupled with atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) mass 

spectrometry (GC×GC-APCI). They observed that the APCI mass spectrum of ToCP displayed 

two additional peaks compared to those of trimeta- and triparacresyl phosphate. 26 Although a 

mechanism was not proposed, the authors suggest that ion-molecule reactions with oxygen may 

be selective towards ortho-substituted isomers. 27–30 Ion molecule reactions involving oxygen have 

been shown to differentiate isomeric ions in both positive 29 and negative ion modes. 27,28,30 In the 

present study, we employ density functional theory to elucidate the mechanism of these ion-

molecule reactions in combination with complementary experiments on D-labeled ortho-

substituted TCP isomers. This study aims to establish the mechanism of the ion-molecule reactions 

with oxygen (in both O2 and O3 forms) that is selective towards the ortho-substituted TCP isomers, 

leading to an approach to identify toxic, ortho-substituted isomers and congeners of TCP present 

in environmental samples. 

2. Experimental Section 

2.1. Chemicals and Sample preparation: Triortho, trimeta and triparasubstituted-cresyl 

phosphates (ToCP, TmCP, and TpCP) were obtained from TCI America. Tris 2-ethyl phenyl 

phosphate and D-labeled TCP isomers (Tri-CD3-orthocresyl phosphate, mono-D7-meta-

diorthocresyl phosphate, mono-D7-ortho-dimetacresyl phosphate, mono-D7-para-diorthocresyl 

phosphate, mono-D7-ortho-diparacresyl phosphate, di-D7-meta-monoorthocresyl phosphate, di-

D7-ortho-monometacresyl phosphate, di-D7-para-monoorthocresyl phosphate, and di-D7-ortho-

monoparacresyl phosphate; Table S3) were synthesized from phosphorous (V) oxychloride (Fisher 

Scientific) and the corresponding alcohols (o-, m- and p-cresols, TCI America; D8-labelled o-, m- 

and p-cresol, CDN Isotopes; CD3-labelled o-cresol, Toronto Research Chemicals; 2-ethylphenol, 

TCI America ) using a method adapted from Huang et al., 2017 31. Following Huang et al.’s 

procedure, the seven syntheses performed herein produced yields ranging from 50 to 75%. The 

identity of each synthetic product was confirmed initially by comparing the chromatographic 

behaviour with that of their unlabeled analogue. The deviations between theoretical and 

experimental m/z were within 5 ppm for all compounds. 

2.2. Instrumental Analysis: The experiments were performed using a Waters Select Series Cyclic 

IMS ion mobility mass spectrometer (Wilmslow, UK) coupled to an Agilent 8890 Gas 

chromatograph using atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI). Analyte separation was 
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performed using either a Rtx-5HT column (15m×250μm×0.25μm) or a DB-XLB column was 

applied (15m×250μm×0.1μm). Most experiments were performed using an initial oven 

temperature set to 90 °C for 1 minute; then ramped to 115 °C at 95 °C/min, to 150 °C at 65 °C/min, 

to 210 °C at 45 °C/min, and to 330 °C at 35 °C/min, and finally held for 3.5 minutes with a total 

run time of 10 minutes. 32 For selected GC experiments, the oven temperature was ramped to 325 

°C at 27 °C/min and held for 6.3 minutes with a total run time of 16 minutes. Standard solutions 

(1 µL) were injected in the splitless mode. The inlet temperature was set to 280 °C and the helium 

carrier gas flow was set to 3 mL/min. GC eluent exiting the column was swept through the ion 

volume using a make-up flow of nitrogen (~99.99% purity) of 350 mL/min. Atmospheric pressure 

chemical ionization was performed under solvent free conditions by corona discharge (2 µA) in 

the positive mode. Analyte molecules were ionized by charge exchange with N2
•+. The purity of 

the in-house nitrogen (99.99%) was too high to observe ion molecule reactions observed by 

Megson et al. 26 who employed a nitrogen generator yielding <99.5% purity. In the present study, 

we used dried compressed air as the auxiliary and cone gas to promote reactions with dioxygen. 

The source conditions were as follows: source temperature, 150 °C; sampling cone, 40 V; cone 

gas, 175 L/hour; auxiliary gas, 100 L/hour. Column bleed (C9H27O5Si5+ - m/z 355.0699) was used 

to internally correct the measured m/z. Mass spectra were collected for m/z 50 – 1200. The cyclic 

ion mobility cell was operated in the single pass mode, with a separation time set to 10.64 ms and 

a traveling wave height of 15 V. Calibration of the instrument to measure CCS was performed 

according to standard procedure using a mixture of 22 compounds (aka, “major mix”) supplied by 

Waters Corp. Multi-pass experiments were performed by increasing the separation time to 98.04 

ms (8 passes) and 207.06 ms (16 passes). Collision-induced dissociation (CID) experiments were 

performed with nitrogen (collision energy (trap), 6 V; (transfer), 4 V) in the trap and transfer 

regions of the cIMS, which are located before and after the cyclic ion mobility cell, respectively.  

2.3. Computational methods: All computations were performed with the Gaussian g16 suite of 

programs on the Atlantic Computational Excellence network (ACEnet) cluster. The total energies 

of all ions and neutrals were calculated using the B3LYP level of theory in combination with the 

6-311G (2d,d,p) basis set. 33 The identity of local minima and connecting transition states (TS) 

was determined by frequency analysis and confirmed by intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) 

calculations. The total energies (in Hartree) and relative energies (in kcal/mol) for the molecular 

ions, product ions and neutrals are reported in Table S1, S2. The predicted collision cross section 
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(CCS) values of all structures were calculated using the MobCal-MPI v1.2, on the SHARCNET 

platform. Geometry optimization prior to MobCal analysis was performed by DFT at the 

B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level of theory. Using the python module provided by Hopkins et al., 34 in 

combination with Open Babel 2.4.1 35 and sdf2xyz2sdf 36 packages, the output files from the 

geometry optimization were converted to input files for MobCal-MPI. The trajectory method (TM) 

was employed to simulate CCS measurements using N2 as the buffer gas. 34 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Parallels between the metabolism of ToCP and its ion-molecule reactions with oxygen. 

Scheme 1 displays the two-step metabolism of ToCP. First, the cresyl methyl group is oxidized 

into an alcohol by the microsomal enzyme cytochrome P450. The next step involves ring-closure 

between the newly-formed hydroxyl group and the phosphate moiety. This process is catalyzed by 

serum albumin, and results in the formation of CBDP, a neurotoxic metabolite. Meta- and para-

substituted isomers cannot undergo the same reaction, and consequently they are less toxic. 

Megson et al. 26 observed that the APCI mass spectrum of ToCP is characterized by two additional 

peaks absent in those of trimeta and triparacresyl phosphate. 26 

 

Scheme 1. The metabolism of ToCP (tri-ortho cresyl phosphate) into the toxic metabolite CBPD. 37 

Figure 1a displays the APCI (+) mass spectrum of ToCP. Compared to the mass spectra of 

TmCP and TpCP (Figs. S16 and S17), the spectrum of ToCP display two additional mass peaks 

(m/z 383 and m/z 275) in Figure 1a, are only one mass unit less than those expected for the 
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metabolites shown in Scheme 1. These peaks are observed when oxygen is present in the ion 

source, 30 (Figs. 1, and S6-17) and disappear when pure (>99.99%) nitrogen (Figure S18-30) is 

used as the cone and auxiliary gas. The selected ion chromatograms of isomers ToCP, TmCP and 

TpCP in Figure 2 indicate that only ToCP can produce m/z 275 product ions. The exact mass 

measured for m/z 275 deviates 1.1 ppm from the theoretical mass of C14H12PO4, which contains 

one less hydrogen atom than the elemental composition of CBDP. The mass spectrum of ToCP 

(Figure 1a) also displays a negligible yield of molecular ions M•+ compared to those of TmCP and 

TpCP (Figs. S7/S8), which suggests that almost all molecular radical cations (M•+) of ToCP have 

reacted with oxygen species present in the source. This is also reflected in the selected ion 

chromatograms of ions M•+ (m/z 368) and [M+H]+ (m/z 369) shown in Figures 2a/b: the 

abundances of the [M+H]+ ions of all three isomers (ToCP, TmCP and TpCP) are approximately 

equal, whereas the M•+ ions resulting from ToCP are depleted. These results suggest that oxygen 

reacts with the M•+ ions, whereas the [M+H]+ quasimolecular ions probably do not play a 

significant role in the reaction.  
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Figure 1. (a) APCI+ mass spectrum of ToCP (ToCP•+ radical cation [m/z 368.1177] was not observed); CID mass 

spectra of (b) m/z 383 and (c) m/z 275 ions generated from ToCP. Note: The m/z 275 region of the mass spectrum in 

(a) is magnified by 10-fold.  

 

Figure 2. Selected ion chromatograms of (a) [M+H]+ (m/z 369); (b) M•+ (m/z 368); and (c) [CBDP-H]+ m/z 275 ions 

generated by an equimolar mixture of ToCP, TmCP and TpCP.  

 The m/z 383 product shown in Figure 1a (inset) deviates by 4.7 ppm from the theoretical 

mass of C21H20PO5, which contains one less hydrogen atom than the metabolite generated in the 

first step of the metabolic process in Scheme 1. If the m/z 383 ions are intermediates in the ion-

molecule reactions, then one would expect that the CID mass spectrum of m/z 383 would display 

an intense peak corresponding to ions with m/z 275. The observation from CID experiments 

(Figure 1b) is consistent with the proposal that ToCP radical cations react with oxygen to form 

m/z 383 ions [M-H+O]+, which subsequently dissociate into [CBDP-H]+ as the final product of 

the ion-molecule reactions.  Unfortunately, the mass spectrum of the m/z 275 ion (see Figure 1c) 

is dominated by reactions (losses of H2O, CO and HPO3) that are not helpful in elucidating its 

structure.     

At first glance, the ion-molecule reactions observed in Figure 1a parallel the metabolic 

process shown in Scheme 1. 38 In both, activation of a C-H bond at the ortho-methyl moiety is a 

key step. However, human metabolism of ToCP achieves C-H bond activation through enzyme 

catalysis, whereas the ion-molecule reactions appear to be uncatalyzed. Ayrton et al. 38 have 

observed that uncatalyzed oxidation of saturated hydrocarbons can occur in an ambient corona 
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discharge, under similar conditions to those used in our experiments, and leading to [M-H+O]+ 

ions among other oxidation products. They argue that ozone is likely responsible for these 

oxidation processes, and this proposal is based on the observation that saturated hydrocarbons 

typically form abundant [M-H]+ ions, which can readily react with ozone. We suspect that the 

mechanism of the ion-molecule reactions involving ToCP are different for three reasons. First, [M-

H]+ ions were not observed in the mass spectra of ToCP or its isomers, and it isn’t immediately 

obvious why ozonation of the ortho-methyl group would be favoured over the meta- or para- 

isomers. Secondly, we observed depletion of the molecular ions M•+ of ToCP, which strongly 

suggests that the radical cation is the likely reactant. Third, organophosphate ester ions are likely 

to form long-lived, stable distonic ions 39 that may be reactive towards both molecular oxygen 29 

and ozone. 

3.2. Computational analysis of the mechanism. Figure 3 displays the energy diagram of the 

proposed mechanism for the ion-molecule reactions involving O2. The first step involves 

rearrangement of ion TCP1 into its distonic isomer TCP2 via a 1,6-H shift. The molecular ion 

must have at least 18 kcal/mol of internal energy to overcome the initial energy barrier. Upon 

charge exchange with N2
•+ (~15 eV), incipient TCP•+ ions will have 7 eV (~161 kcal/mol) of 

internal energy. However, most of the initial internal energy will be removed by collisional 

cooling. Stephens et al. 40 used a set of thermometer ions with well-defined dissociation energies 

to study the distribution of internal energies resulting from APCI. Their results suggest that the 

average internal energy of TCP•+ ions is approximately 30-40 kcal/mol, 40 which exceeds the 18 

kcal/mol barrier required for transformation of TCP1 into TCP2. The radical site of the distonic 

isomer (TCP2) offers an attractive site for triplet O2 to form a covalent bond. 29 This results in the 

generation of the remarkably stable ion TCP3a. The newly formed C-O bond is stabilized by at 

least 19 kcal/mol.  Consequently, ion TCP3a can rearrange by low lying hydrogen shifts into 

TCP4a and TCP5a.  

The next stage of the reaction involves the loss of •OH from TCP5a via a direct bond 

cleavage, which would explain the formation of [M-H+O]+ ions, as witnessed by the m/z 383 peak 

in Figure 1a. This reaction is predicted to be exothermic: the dissociation threshold (TCP6 + •OH) 

lies 41 kcal/mol below the combined enthalpies of the reactants TCP1 and O2. However, our 

calculations also suggest that the loss of •OH is associated with a substantial kinetic barrier. To 
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probe the transition state structure, we performed a relaxed scan of the potential energy surface 

along the peroxyl bond. At each step of the calculation, the O-O bond was increased stepwise, 

while the remaining parts of the ion were allowed to optimize. Instead of a smooth direct bond 

cleavage reaction into TCP6 + •OH, we found that this led to rearrangement of TCP5a into a ter-

body complex, TBC1, shown in Scheme 2.  

The terbody complex TBC1 consists of three discrete species, bound together non-

covalently: a dicresyl phosphite radical cation complexed with a cresyl radical and a hydroxyl 

radical. Dissociation of ions TBC1 by loss of a cresyl radical requires only 9 kcal/mol and the loss 

of a cresol molecule requires only 3 kcal/mol. It is important to note that cresyl radical loss, 

resulting in m/z 293 ions, is not observed experimentally. Therefore, we suggest that further 

rearrangement of ions TBC1 must occur via pathways that do not exceed the energy requirements 

for loss of a cresyl radical. The calculations indicate that the least energy demanding route to loss 

of •OH from ions TBC1, see Scheme 2, involves migration of the cresyl radical in TBC1 towards 

the dicresyl phosphite moeity, resulting in the formation of a phosphorous-oxygen bond. 

Unfortunately, the barrier for this reaction exceeds the energy requirements for cresyl radical loss, 

a reaction that is not observed.  

From the computed mechanism shown in Fig. 3, we conclude that the reaction between 

TCP1 and O2 can produce the observed m/z 383 ions, either from TCP5a via a direct bond 

cleavage, or via a rearrangement into the ter-body complex TBC1. However, the presence of a 

kinetic barrier seems to impede the formation of m/z 383 ions by this route, and the absence of 

m/z 293 in the mass spectrum (Fig. 1a) also casts doubt on this mechanism. One possible 

explanation is that the reaction does not involve dioxygen, but rather other oxygen species present 

in the source, such as ozone. 
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Figure 3. Energy diagram depicting the proposed mechanism for the ion-molecule reactions of ToCP•+ with O2. The 

numbers in square brackets are relative energies (in kcal/mol) from Table S1. Note: R represents the o-cresyl group. 

 

Scheme 2. Rearrangement of TCP5a to TBC1 and TSBC, resulting in the formation of TCP6+ •OH. 

Figure 4 displays the proposed ion-molecule reactions mechanism involving ozone. Most 

steps of this mechanism parallel those proposed in the reaction with O2. The first step involves 

rearrangement of the molecular ion TCP1 into its distonic isomer TCP2. Then, O3 reacts with 

TCP2, by forming a strong C-O bond in ion TCP3b that is stabilized by 80 kcal/mol. Ion TCP3b 
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can follow two possible paths to produce TCP6 by loss of a peroxyl radical (•OOH), resulting in 

the observed m/z 383 ions. 

TCP3b could rearrange into TCP6 via a circuitous route involving consecutive 1,9 H- and 

1,6-H shifts (not shown), but the least energy demanding pathway involves a straightforward 1,4-

H shift. Ion TCP6 can then rearrange into TCP8 via a 1,7 H-shifts and then decompose by loss of 

a cresol molecule to form m/z 275 ions TCP9. We note that TCP9 can also ring-close into a more 

stable isomer, TCP10, which is closely similar in structure to CBDP. Overall, the formation of 

m/z 383 and m/z 275 from TCP1 and ozone is highly exothermic: The CBDP analogue TCP10 is 

generated with upwards of 88 kcal/mol of internal energy! Thus, TCP10 can easily isomerize into 

TCP11 via a low-lying 1,7-H shift, and we would therefore expect that the m/z 275 ions consist 

of a mixture of at least two or more H-shift isomers. This hypothesis will be tested by ion mobility 

experiments described in Section 3.4. In the proposed mechanism, the hydrogens on the ortho 

methyl groups (shown in red in Figure 3) play a crucial role. Section 3.3 explores the use of 

isotopically labeled analogues to support the proposed mechanism.  
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Figure 4. Energy diagram depicting the proposed mechanism for the ion-molecule reactions of ToCP•+ with O3. The 

numbers in square brackets are relative energies (in kcal/mol) from Table S2. Note: Each R represents the o-cresyl 

group. 

 

3.3. Complementary experiments with (isotopically labeled) isomers and homologues. 
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ion molecule complex TCP3b, and m/z 279 which corresponds with the [CBDP-D]+ ions. These 

observations are consistent with the mechanistic proposal shown in Figure 4.  

 

Figure 5. The APCI+ mass spectrum of D9-labeled (methyl CD3) triorthocresyl phosphate (tri-CD3-o CP).  

Compared to its unlabeled analogue, the mass spectrum of CD3-labelled ToCP also 

displays two additional peaks that appear at one and two mass units less than the molecular ion 

mass (m/z 377 and m/z 376) as well as the [M-D+O]+ and [CBDP-D]+ product ions masses (m/z 

390 and m/z 278), see Figure 5. Accurate mass measurements suggest that the additional peaks 

could result from hydrogen-deuterium exchange between the ion structures and water molecules 

present in the ion source. The mechanism for this exchange has not been investigated, but we note 

that the distonic ion TCP2 contains a phosphoryl hydrogen (or deuterium in the case of the CD3-

labeled analogue) that could potentially be exchanged. The mass spectra of the synthesized D7- 

and D14- labelled TCPs provide support for this proposal by revealing that only TCPs that are 

labelled on the ortho-substituted cresyl group(s) form H-D exchange products, see Figures S9, 

S11, S13 and S15. When oxygen is excluded from the source, the putative exchange reactions 

mostly disappear, which suggests that the exchange may involve intermediates generated during 

the ion-molecule reactions.  

Among the remaining eight synthesized D-labelled ortho-substituted tricresyl phosphates, 

three of them (mono-D7-ortho-dimeta CP, mono-D7-para-diortho CP, and di-D7-ortho-monometa 

CP) formed all expected [M-H/D+O]+ and [CBDP-H/D]+ product ions (Table S4). For example, 

di-D7-ortho-monometa CP is expected to react with ozone to produce [CBDP-D]+ ions while 
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losing either a mass-labelled ortho cresol molecule or an unlabeled meta cresol molecule. In this 

case, both reactions are observed (see Fig. S14). The mass spectra of four other labelled 

compounds (mono-D7-meta-diortho CP, di-D7-ortho-monopara CP, di-D7-meta-monoortho CP, 

and di-D7-para-monoortho CP) display mass peaks corresponding to [M-H/D+O]+ product ions, 

but only one or none of the expected [CBDP-H/D]+ product ions. In all these cases, the cresol 

expected to be lost was D7-labelled, which suggests a kinetic isotope effect impedes the formation 

of [CBDP-H/D]+ ions. Finally, the last synthesized isotopologue, mono-D7-ortho-dipara CP, did 

not lose p-cresol-OD, which is only labelled with one deuterium. We note that p-cresol is the least 

stable cresol isomer by ~2 kcal/mol42, thus increasing the dissociation threshold. The loss of cresol-

OD also requires a deuterium shift that may be impeded by a kinetic isotope effect. The ethyl-

substituted ToCP homologue, tri-o-ethyl phenylphosphate (ToEP) was studied to test the 

hypothesis that the reaction involving ToCP will also occur in its homologues that contain at least 

one ortho-methylene. In the mass spectrum obtained in the presence of oxygen, peaks 

corresponding to both [M-H+O]+ and [M-H+O-ROH]+ ions (m/z 425 and m/z 303) were observed.  

 

3.4. Characterization of the [CBDP-H]+ product ions using ion mobility. The mechanism 

proposed in Figure 4 indicates that the m/z 275 product ions are generated as a mixture of hydrogen 

shift (H-shift) isomers, viz. TCP9, TCP10 and TCP11. Theory predicts that the least stable 

isomer, TCP9, swiftly rearranges via a low barrier into ions TCP10 and TCP11. Therefore, it is 

expected that the population of m/z 275 ions primarily consists of two isomers, TCP10 and 

TCP11, which may be separable by ion mobility. This hypothesis was tested by the ion mobility 

experiments shown in Figure 6, which display retention time vs. drift time contour plots of the m/z 

275 ions generated by ToCP. When the m/z 275 ions generated in the ion source are subjected to 

one pass through the cyclic ion mobility cell, three mobility separated peaks are resolved (Fig. 6a), 

of which two will be shown to be genuine m/z 275 isomers, while one is an artefact. 

 Three peaks are observed in the contour plot of Figure 6a with drift times of ~23, 24.5 and 

29 ms. We propose that the peak observed at a drift time of 29 ms is the result of metastable 

dissociation of m/z 383 ions into m/z 275 ions after exiting the cIMS cell. Indeed, when the 

collision energy is increased in the transfer region located downstream of the cIMS cell, the 

abundance of the m/z 275 peak observed with a drift time of 29 ms dramatically increases (Fig. 
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7c) whereas the abundances of the two peaks at 23 and 24.5 ms increase when collision-induced 

dissociation occurs prior to the cIMS cell (Fig. 7b). The collision cross section of the ions observed 

with a drift time of 23 ms was measured to be 149.6 Å2, which deviates by -4.1% from the value 

computed for TCP10 using MobCal-MPI. Theory also predicts that the separation of TCP10 and 

TCP11 requires a resolving power of 45 (defined as R=CCS/∆CCS), which is line with the 

expected performance of the instrument when ions are subjected to a single pass through the cIMS 

cell. 

 

Figure 6. Selected ion contour plots of m/z 275 ions that have travelled (a) 1 pass; (b) 8 passes; and (c) 16 passes 

through the cIMS cell. The two peaks at ~23 ms and ~24.5 ms correspond to genuine m/z 275 isomers separated by 

ion mobility. The peak at ~29 ms is an artefact peak resulting from metastable decomposition of m/z 383 ions occurring 

downstream of the cIMS cell. The BGR color scale was used to display intensity. 

 

In principle, the separation of ions TCP10 and TCP11 could be improved by allowing the 

ions to travel successive passes through the cIMS cell. However, when the number of passes is 

increased to eight (Fig. 6b) and sixteen (Fig. 6c), the separation does not improve, and the two 

peaks instead coalesce. This experimental observation is in agreement with theory, which predicts 

that ions TCP10 and TCP11 are connected by a transition state that lies 45 kcal/mol below the 

initial energy of the molecular ion, see Fig. 4. When multi-pass experiments are performed, each 

additional pass provides ions TCP10 and TCP11 with more time to interconvert during their transit 

through the cIMS cell. We also considered the possibility that ions TCP10 and TCP11 rearrange 

by ring-expansion into ions TCP12 and TCP13, whose structures are shown in Figure S31. Ions 
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TCP12 and TCP13 are the products of benzylium-tropylium rearrangement. However, the energy 

barriers of these rearrangements are estimated to be as high as 50 kcal/mol based on the previous 

study by Zins et al. 43. 

Figure 7. Selected ion contour plots of m/z 275 ions (a) generated in the source; and generated from mass selected 

m/z 383 ions that undergo CID in trap (b) and transfer (c) collision cells. 

 

4. Conclusions 

The neurotoxic congeners of TCP undergo a two-step metabolism, involving oxidation into 

M+O followed by decomposition into the metabolite CBDP. This biochemical process parallels 

the proposed mechanism for the ion-molecule reactions between ionized ToCP with oxygen 

species present in the APCI source. Computational analysis of the ion-molecule reactions indicates 

that the reaction between ionized ToCP and O3 is less energy demanding than the reaction 

involving O2. Experimental support for the selectivity of the reaction toward the ortho-cresyl 

group(s) was provided by performing mass spectrometry analysis on deuterium labelled ortho-

substituted TCP isomers. The results also suggest that a distonic ion plays a crucial role in the 

reaction. Experiments with the ethyl-substituted ToCP homologue indicated that the ion-molecule 

reactions occur on ortho-substituted ethyl group(s) as well as methyl group(s). Ion-mobility 

separation of the products of the ion-molecule reactions revealed the formation of at least two m/z 

275 isomers of [CBDP-H]+. The present study provides new insight into a structure-diagnostic ion-

molecule reactions that may eventually be used to identify potentially toxic congeners of 

homologous tri-aryl phosphates present in complex mixtures produced in large volume by 

industry.  
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